Saturn outlook transmission

When the Saturn Outlook was launched in , GM was in the midst of one of the largest
bankruptcies in U. The new fuel efficient 3. But as good as this family wagon was, the Saturn
Outlook suffered from several serious transmission issues. At degrees F, the fluid is no longer
able to remove heat, and at degrees, it will start destroying seals while leaving a damaging
varnish on all of the metal parts. If left unchecked, overheating a Saturn Outlook 6T75E
transmission could destroy the clutches, valve body, bands, seals, and torque converter. To
alleviate the problem, you can install an auxiliary transmission cooler. Plus, you need to avoid
overfilling the transmission fluid, because the increased fluid pressure can also cause the
gearbox to overheat. A transmission solenoid is a little spring-loaded plunger that activates a
gear change by controlling the fluid flow inside the valve body. The Saturn 6T75E transmission
computer activates each shift solenoid by sending an electric charge through a coil of wire that
wraps around it. This coil of wire is also the most common cause of failure, usually due to an
electrical short, or excessive vibration shaking one of the wires loose. One of the most common
Saturn Outlook 6T75E transmission problems is a broken wave plate. If this happens, the metal
fragments can cause all sorts of internal damage. Naturally, buying a used Saturn Outlook
6T75E transmission would be the most affordable solution. You have no way of knowing the
condition of the OE wave plates. Plus, that day junkyard warranty only covers the transmission,
not the labor. So the cheapest solution could windup being more expensive than you think. A
rebuilt Saturn Outlook 6T75E transmission is a more logical choice, especially if you plan to
keep your truck for a while. Problem is, the actual long-term durability of a rebuilt 6T75E
transmission largely depends on the skill of the technician doing the work. There are numerous
issues that have to be addressed inside a Saturn 6T75E. Also, the typical rebuilt transmission
warranty is just years, and you may be limited to a small number of shops that can perform the
warranty work. Family vehicles are built for traveling, and if you do a lot of that, a
remanufactured Saturn Outlook 6T75E transmission from Street Smart Transmission will be the
best solution. You also get superior quality, because each of our 6T75E transmissions receive a
remanufactured valve body, transmission pump, and torque converter. Some of the upgrades
include stronger bushings to improve fluid pressure, custom clutch clearances to improve shift
timing, and a polished pump rotor to provide more consistent fluid pressure. Once assembly is
complete, each remanufactured Saturn Outlook 6T75E transmission is then tested on a dyno
machine, using a program called Computer Aided Road Simulation, or C. This important step
puts the transmission through simulated on-road use, and allows us to ensure complete
functionality of each gearbox prior to shipment. Safety and reliability are chief requirements for
any family vehicle. Remanufactured Saturn Outlook Transmissions. Get A Transmission Quote.
Failed Shift Solenoid A transmission solenoid is a little spring-loaded plunger that activates a
gear change by controlling the fluid flow inside the valve body. One of the most annoying things
that can happen when we are driving our vehicles is when we get the reduced engine power
light. If your Outlook has gotten this reduced engine power warning, it means that one of its
engine management sensors or the ECU have gone bad. Without enough data, the ECU will just
give you enough power to not leave you totally stranded, and may run the engine in an entirely
different way. If you have the reduced engine power light, then there are going to be some
diagnostic trouble codes stored in your OBD II system. This is great news, since it helps narrow
down where the ECU thinks that the problem is. A good code scanner is really cheap and can
make the process a whole lot smoother. This is one of the most common reasons the reduced
engine power light comes on. At this point, it turns on the reduced engine power mode in order
to keep the vehicle from running away from you. The throttle position sensor is one of the most
vital sensors in your Outlook. The TPS data also helps determine when the transmission will
shift. Another common cause of a reduced power condition is , if the ECU goes bad it can
trigger the reduced engine power condition. It is responsible for taking the data from all of the
sensors above, and combining it with the data from many other sensors to control the engine.
The idea behind the reduced engine power condition is to allow you to limp your Outlook into
the shop or back home. It is not meant to sustain long periods of vehicular operation. Not being
able to go 40MPH which is almost always the case is a safety risk. When the engine power has
been reduced, the engine and transmission can operate in totally different ways. This leads to
jerky shifts, unstable acceleration, and horrible gas mileage. If there is anything that you would
like to add, please feel free to leave a comment below. ECU Another common cause of a
reduced power condition is , if the ECU goes bad it can trigger the reduced engine power
condition. Should You Drive Your Outlook with the Reduced Power Light The idea behind the
reduced engine power condition is to allow you to limp your Outlook into the shop or back
home. Worried about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of mind.
See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more
than three repairs. To see how frequently Saturn Outlook problems occur, check out our car

reliability stats. See most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based
on 42 repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself
repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance. Many parts replaced internally. Transmission
removed, seal replaced, transmission replaced. Also had not reverse when problem would
happen. Dealer serviced the transmission with a special service pack from GM as this was a
known problem. Came back from dealer with worse problems than it went in. Dealer had the
Saturn for 2 weeks and sent trans to a trans shop for specialty work. Accelerator must be
pressed heavily, at which point transmission shifts down 2 or 3 gears. Service reported "normal
behavior". Transmission erratic when accelerating. I do tow with this vehicle. Transmission
removed, several gears replaced. Vehicle returned to service for one day and then taken back to
dealer due to transmission fluid leak. O ring replaced in transfer case. Replacing it again. Chevy
did come out with a satisfaction claim against these transmissions and covered of the it cost to
do the transmission initially. CV joint was failing on the passenger side. Purchased new axles
from 1A Auto. Took advantage of Autozone free tool rental for special tools. Repaired and
reprogrammed transmission at GM dealer. Something in transmission or Trans linkage not
engaging. Car rolls away in park if safety brake not applied. Car will not always go into park.
Dealer recommended total replacement with a rebuilt transmission. Engine was slow to
accelerate and had a lag at certain speeds. Software update remedied the problem. Replaced
and steering aligned. Diagnosed as black transmission fluid with metal filings in the fluid and
needing transmission replacement. Transmission rebuilt. Had vehicle towed to this shop from
dealer diagnosed as clutch wave plate having broke which damaged other parts in transmission
when it broke. Known issue with transmission and updated parts are available. Dealer refused
to cover the work as the policy from gm that would have paid for the repair expired in feb - this
is a known problem with these transmissions. Everything went fine and vehichle drives much
better. See TrueDelta's information for all Saturn models. Transmission would not go into
reverse nor out of 1st gear. Having trouble shifting out of 1st or 2nd gear after using towing
mode. Intermittent problem. Transaxle seal replaced. Driver side front CV Joint started making
mechanical clicking noises while turning. Transmission was intermittently sticking in first gear
and would not shift through gears. Took vehicle for transmission special service for R wave
plate. Car refuses to shift down to a lower gear at highway speeds when accelerator is
depressed lightly. Transmission has ceased functioning and no longer feasible to continue
repairs. Failure to shift from 3rd to 4th, check engine light. Rebuilt transmission due to some
kind of pressure disk failure known for these transmissions. Replaced both front half-axles.
Replaced with rebuilt transmission. Transmission went out in while driving down road,
transmission was rebuilt under warranty. Axel leaking so caused issues with transmission
shifting irregular. Same shifting lag problem. When travelling at any speed any quick lift off the
pedal followed by a quick depression of the accelerator causes a substantial lag period before
acceleration happens. Intermittently will not shift into park correctly, car rolls away when exiting
the vehicle when this happens. Transmission imploded. Technical Service Bulletin had been
issued for a transmission recalibration. The car broke down on way to dealer due to problems
with it shifting between gears. Its is different from the much more common P, which indicates
that bank 2 is lean at any engine speed. The code is thrown after the oxygen sensor on Bank 2
usually sensor 1 has detected that the air fuel mixture is too lean. It can be caused by a bad
oxygen sensor, or a whole slew of problems. This can cause your vehicle to idle poorly,
depending on how far from Bank one is the part of the engine with the second cylinder. But, on
V6 and V8 engines, there are two cylinder heads, and therefore two banks. If you have P, you do
need to determine which side of the engine has bank 2, unless you have P as well, which is the
code for a lean condition at idle for the first cylinder. Here are some of the most common
symptoms associated with P They are going to vary in severity depending on how far off the air
fuel mixture is. Most of them are easy enough to check, but there are a lot of them. Here are
some of the most common ones:. Hopefully, there were other codes that were thrown with P If
there are, it is a good thing, because it can make diagnosing it a whole lot easier. It would mean
that a bad fuel injector or oxygen sensor are highly likely. An exhaust leak or vacuum leak
where the intake manifold hits the cylinder head on the bank 2 side could also be a likely cause.
The O2 sensors pick up the air fuel mixture at idle and P is triggered. You can use carb cleaner
to spray around these places. There are several components that can cause a fuel pressure to
drop. A bad fuel pump or fuel filter will produce lower fuel pressure. As you can see, there are
many issues that can cause P in the Saturn Outlook. How you go about attacking them is going
to really depend on whether or not there were any other codes present, particularly P or an
oxygen sensor related code. Symptoms Here are some of the most common symptoms
associated with P Oil Cap â€” P has been known to occur when there is no oil cap present, or if
it is loose. Take a second to check it real quick. Smell for Gas â€” If you smell gas around the

fuel injectors, that means that a fuel injector could be leaking. Listen for a Hiss â€” A hissing or
whistle sound coming from the engine indicates a vacuum leak. Check all of the hoses coming
to and from the intake manifold for rot, damage, and loose connections. Make sure the MAF
sensor if applicable does not have leaks around it. Look at the PCV valve and hose to see if they
are leaking. A bad MAF or MAP sensor will not properly read the air entering the engine, which
could cause it to go too lean or rich. Saturn Outlook owners have reported 26 problems related
to transmission failure under the power train category. The most recently reported issues are
listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Saturn Outlook
based on all problems reported for the Outlook. Transmission problems. Thousands and
thousands of customers having this issue. See all problems of the Saturn Outlook. Second
transmission failure, loss of power and failure to upshift while accelerating in heavy traffic. Had
to pull into center lane to avoid interfering with traffic nearly causing collision with oncoming
traffic preparing to turn. Was notified by dealership that it is a transmission problem. Awaiting
estimate for repairs. First transmission failure at 42k miles second failure at 86k miles. Other
vehicles of this type had extended warranty for this type problem but for some reason, this
vehicle was not included. Wave plate shavings caused transmission to fail while driving on
interstate. Unacceptable and criminal!!!! I will certainly jump on the class action lawsuit wagon,
if it exists, or when it does come to fruition!!! Transmission failure transmission would not go
into reverse, drive, and was shifting hard. Big safety issue. I was fortunate it didn't happen while
I was driving. Please review failure rates and propose gm recall transmissions for failures. Our
Saturn Outlook broke down with the dreaded wave plate transmission failure. Symptom was
that the transmission shifted into neutral on its own around mph and would not continue. We
tried several times to restart. Each time the transmission held up until mph then shifted into
neutral and stopped. We had the Outlook towed to fna transmission in wakefield, MA who
confirmed that the wave plate failed and shredded the rest of the transmission. Nothing could
be saved. While I am happy no one was hurt, a transmission should last more than k miles,
which is of course out of warranty period. Why is there no recall on this known issue? Gm,
please fess up to this problem. Thank you. Hello I have the Outlook that has experienced the
notorious transmission failure. My car was taken back to the dealership soon after I purchased
it with 40, miles and told them the car would roll back while on a hill in gear. They said it was
inherent with this transmission and sent me on my way. As dangerous as this was to send a
customer away with a car that rolls backwards. Today the transmission failed without notice. I
backed out of a parking spot in the lowes parking lot and the car shuttered violently. I made it to
the corner about a half mile away before the car simply would not move. I had it towed to
lunghamer GMC at highland road in waterford michigan. I pulled the engine code myself and
had p, p I am finding everywhere on the web through hundreds of forums that this transmission
is a real issue due to the defective china made wave plate. This is a defective part that implodes
internally then takes out the entire transmission. This should be a recall because gm has known
about this failure early on. The transmission failed and almost caused me to get in a wreck on
the interstate. Family on vacation out of state with two adults and 3 children. At stoplight in
heavy traffic. Went to accelerate and engine would run high rpm's but no vehicle movement.
Finally got the vehicle to move slowly and barely made it to a local gas station. Could have
caused an accident due to transmission failure in heavy traffic. Transmission failure! I was
trying to park, the reverse control didn't work properly, check engine came on. After few hours
parked, I went back home, the speed wasn't working rpm 3 and 4 speed 35 and the light was still
on. I got home, a mechanic came over to check it, he said it was the transmission. I took it to
GMC, they worked the recalls?? I don't know still what recalls they work on it , and told me it is
the transmission. Since it is more that 5 years old, no warranty on in. The vehicle suffered
transmission problems. Dealer diagnosed the well-known wave plate breakage issue. This
problem has been we-documented for years in vehicles with this transmission, and gm has
issued various technical bulletins regarding the problem. Why is there no recall for this
dangerous problem? I was driving on the freeway at 65 miles per hour when my transmission
failed on a vehicle that had only 65, miles and was well maintained in accordance with dealer
recommendations. The vehicle was towed to my mechanic and required replacement. I was
informed that by the transmission repair facility that they had been receiving Saturn suvs on a
regular basis. Exact quote was we have been getting "a ton" of these vehicles with very low
miles. While driving vehicle at highway speeds the vehicle lost power and then slammed into
gear which caused loss of speed and control. Transmission failed more precisely was the wave
plate in the transmission. Was getting on I 80 in south bend in. Wife called me and said her car
wouldn't move - belt problem? Was able to start car and shift it into reverse and drive. We
decided to drive it to the dealer - champion GMC Buick in brighton. Going up a hill near maltby
intermediate school, the car began to stall and slow. Blue smoke came out of the engine.

Stopped at top of hill. Got out and inspected engine again. Acrid burning smell. Was able to
limp car down other side of hill and park in mt. Brighton parking lot and called aaa to tow the
vehicle. No flames detected. Dealer said gaskets transmission had failed, coating underside of
hot engine. Original owner. Transmission failure at 76k miles. Based on internet research this
appears to be a widespread issue with , , Outlook and acadia due to "wave plate" failure. My
Saturn Outlook suffered complete transmission failure at only 59, miles. The incident occurred
while driving across town at a rate of 25 mph. Car has been babied since we got it. Basically an
all-wheel drive Mini-van. No off-road activities. Did not use it to pull any trailers or other
vehicles. Was a great car until this occurred. Warranty expired in sept. Of I had the car towed to
a local mechanic who said that the "wave plates" had broken and caused the transmission to
fail. I am not a mechanic and do not know much about cars, but I contacted gm and was told
that I had to have the vehicle inspected by a certified gm repair specialist. So, I had it towed
again to a gm repair shop and they confirmed that it was the wave plates that had failed. They
also informed me that the wave plates were a universal problem for this make and model of car they had repaired numerous vehicles with the same issue. All transmission failures at or before
75, miles. In their opinion this was a defective part and they thought gm should issue a recall.
No car should have a completed transmission failure on a vehicle that early! I felt it was my only
option. I did not feel I should have to pay anything at all - gm built a bad vehicle. These vehicles
should all be recalled and the wave plates should all be replaced - and all of it should be on
gm's tab. So, nhtsb, do your job. Put pressure on gm and get the recall in place. Five minutes
prior to that, I would have been on a major highway with school aged kids on board - I shutter to
think of the possibilities. No warnings prior to this ever. Received a call from the dealership diagnosis news - we needed a new transmission we weren't surprised. Is this supposed to make
it better?! I was the one who pursued my Ford husband with "let's give a GMC car a try, it's
american made too. So much for that - shame on me. The contact owns a Saturn Outlook. The
contact stated that as he attempted to merge into traffic driving 15 mph the transmission failed.
The vehicle was taken to the dealer who diagnose that the r gear wave plate malfunctioned
which kept the vehicle from accelerating. As a result, the transmission needed to be replaced.
The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The vehicle was not repaired. The VIN was not
available. The failure mileage was 61, Transmission failed, was rebuilt, failed again and rebuilt
again. It has now failed a 3rd time. A 'service' bulletin was issued - but only to k miles or 10
years. My vehicle was 10k over the k but still within the 10 year. Saturn refuses to make the
product right. Searching the internet is full of the same complaint at various stages. The vehicle
has a faulty transmission - and should be replaced. Just because I drive miles, I am being
penalized and stuck with a faulty product. My car has been dealer maintained since I purchased
it new in Nov Please help Saturn owners that purchase a vehicle in good faith that it will work.
We need transmissions replaced for our cars. The vehicle's transmission failed as I attempted
to accelerate. I coasted to a stop at a red light. The vehicle was then pushed, through a busy
intersection, to a gas station. It was later towed to a dealer for repairs. My wife had been
experiencing sudden acceleration and revving of engine at stop lights and then the
transmission failed and left her stranded at the side of the road. We have had this repaired but
the problem persists and we don't know when the transmission will fail again. I bought the
vehicle and one week later had a transmission failure. I was pulling out onto a road and the
transmission quit working. The rpms would rev, but there was no power. Since then this has
become a regular occurrence, and gm is not willing to help at all. I've spent thousands of dollars
having parts replaced and I'm not comfortable driving my children in this car anymore.
Transmission failed on a steep hill goin up. Almost was rear-ended. Had transmission replaced.
Only lasted miles and 1year and half. Failed going 70 mph on interstate, had to pull over pass
speeding traffic, almost got nailed by semi-truck. Gm not doing anything but sorry you are out
of luck! Glad we bailed them out. Car Problems. Transmission Failure problem of the Saturn
Outlook 1. Transmission Failure problem of the Saturn Outlook 2. Transmission Failure problem
of the Saturn Outlook 3. Transmission Failure problem of the Saturn Outlook 4. Transmission
Failure problem of the Saturn Outlook 5. Transmission Failure problem of the Saturn Outlook 6.
Transmission Failure problem of the Saturn Outlook 7. Transmission Failure problem of the
Saturn Outlook 8. Transmission Failure problem of the Saturn Outlook 9. Transmission Failure
problem of the Saturn Outlook Power Train problems. Transmission Gear Slipping problems.
Transmission Not Go Into Gear problems. Transmission Slip Out Of Gear problems. Automatic
Transmission Control Module problems. Automatic Transmission problems. Transmission
Solenoid problems. Transmission Noise problems. Transmission Not Engage problems. No
photos of the actual Windshield Wiper Transmission are available. A Stock photo has been used
as a general representation. This is NOT a manufacturer part number, and can be disregarded.
You will only receive what is pictured unless otherwise stated in the description. Please do not

assume anything else will be included if it is not pictured. All of the parts we sell are guaranteed
to be in good working condition unless otherwise noted. We ONLY guarantee the part s will fit
the vehicle s listed in the description. If your vehicle was not originally equipped with the
EXACT part s listed, it is your responsibility to consult a dealer to see if it will fit your
application. Additional items may be needed if this is an upgrade or custom installation. Please
consult your local dealer for ALL other applications. We do our best to prevent these issues
from happening and apologize for any inconvenience it may cause. Boxes - Check the ebay
'Shipping and Payments' tab for more info. PayPal Only Credit Cards can be used through
PayPal NO credit cards, cash, or any form of checks will be accepted for example: certified,
personal, or company checks. Tax - U. Residents Applicable sales tax will be collected for all
orders where it is required by law. Tax - Canada Residents Part must be located in Canada Sales
tax will be charged when parts are sold to customers in Canada. Please check rates below. Due
to heavy sales volume and limited staff, we are only able to respond to questions related to
orders. Unfortunately, we do not have the resources to respond to fitment or other general
questions. Please read our listings to hopefully find the answers you are looking for. We hope
you and your family are safe and healthy. Vehicle Engine Size:. Worried about potential repair
costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds
page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. To see how
frequently Saturn Outlook problems occur, check out our car reliability stats. All years. Saturn
Outlook repairs by problem area. Saturn Outlook transmission repair cost distribution. See
most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based on 74 repair trips.
The repair cost chart excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair
trips that include maintenance. Damage to internal components as a result. The dealer
re-programmed the transmission computer. I noticed the problem a few more times, then it went
away. We were told by someone that worked at a dealership that it was a well known problem
with that vehicle. We traded it that weekend. Source of problem is completely contained in TCM
or valve body, intermittent problem that now has gone away with no repair. Dealer could not
locate reflash file on computer. Phone inquiry two weeks later got same result. Would not shift
after stop. Diagnostic result: 'No 3rd gear'. Repaired per mfgr direction, dealer replaced piece
parts valves, seals, Nothing changed. Had to change sensor. Doesn't shift gear anymore. Stuck
in 2th gear. It's all part of the TCM. Two days earlier, we drove interstate from NC to FL! Also,
guy drove it and noticed slow pickup on it and suggested update of software. Would rev up
when driving. Many parts in transmission replaced. Line replaced. TCM removed and sensors
repaired, then re-installed. Replaced with a brand new transmission. Dealer unable to identify.
Kept car for 2-days and it still buzzes rpm once warmed up. The transmission is still not
percent. Working with the shop to fine tune the repair fingers crossed it all works out. I had to
put the parking brake on to keep it from rolling down the hill. Transmission would not shift.
Local shop reported fault code P, Input Speed Performance fault. Car still under warranty so I
took it to dealer. Dealer corrected wrong software in computer and found no problem.
Transmission failed at AM Tuesday. Found R wave plate in pieces. Rebuilt transmission,
replaced torque converter. Towed to dealer, dealer rebuilt transmission, 3 weeks later
transmission would not shift. Dealer spent 2 weeks trying various fixes. Finally replaced torque
converter and valve assembly and calls it fixed. Dealer verified problem and, after multiple failed
repair attempts, dealer and GM replaced transmission with new transmission and rebuilt
transaxle. Accelerator must be pressed heavily, at which point transmission shifts down 2 or 3
gears. Service reported "normal behavior". Many parts replaced internally. Transmission
removed, seal replaced, transmission replaced. Also had not reverse when problem would
happen. Dealer serviced the transmission with a special service pack from GM as this was a
known problem. Came back from dealer with worse problems than it went in. Dealer had the
Saturn for 2 weeks and sent trans to a trans shop for specialty work. Transmission removed,
several gears replaced. Vehicle returned to service for one day and then taken back to dealer
due to transmission fluid leak. O ring replaced in transfer case. I do tow with this vehicle.
Replacing it again. Chevy did come out with a satisfaction claim against these transmissions
and covered of the it cost to do the transmission initially. Engine was slow to accelerate and
had a lag at certain speeds. Software update remedied the problem. Replaced and steering
aligned. Diagnosed as black transmission fluid with metal filings in the fluid and needing
transmission replacement. Transmission rebuilt. Had vehicle towed to this shop from dealer
diagnosed as clutch wave plate having broke which damaged other parts in transmission when
it broke. Known issue with transmission and updated parts are available. Dealer refused to
cover the work as the policy from gm that would have paid for the repair expired in feb - this is a
known problem with these transmissions. Something in transmission or Trans linkage not
engaging. Car rolls away in park if safety brake not applied. Car will not always go into park.

Dealer recommended total replacement with a rebuilt transmission. CV joint was failing on the
passenger side. Purchased new axles from 1A Auto. Took advantage of Autozone free tool
rental for special tools. Repaired and reprogrammed transmission at GM dealer. Everything
went fine and vehichle drives much better. See TrueDelta's information for all Saturn models.
Saturn Outlook Transmission Problems See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see
vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. Car went in for a routine oil
change and they told me my torque tube needed to be replaced along with a right front strut.
Transmission slips and engine revs up and then down again occasionally on upshift only. As
reported earlier, engine revs rise momentarily on upshift only. Set Code indicating stuck on
valve, vehicle would not shift out of 1st gear until engine stopped and restarted. Recall for trans
reflash. Sudden transmission failure. Transmission Failed. Solenoid stuck. The forward end of
the drive shaft dropped to the asphalt as a valet parking person retrieved the Saturn from
parking. Brought in to dealer for oil change and was told of transmission update that needed to
be done. Transmission wave plate broken. Transmission intermittently not shifting beyond first
gear. Buzz has developed in drive train. Rebuilt transmission with upgraded components.
Power steering and transmission cooler had leaking hoses, hoses replaced. Check Engine Light
on. Transmission failed. We'll see. Torque converter locking up caused car to shutter during low
speed acceleration. Torque Converter failed and was replaced. Transmission has ceased
functioning and no longer feasible to continue repairs. Car refuses to shift down to a lower gear
at highway speeds when accelerator is depressed lightly. Transmission would not go into
reverse nor out of 1st gear. Having trouble shifting out of 1st or 2nd gear after using towing
mode. Intermittent problem. Transaxle seal replaced. Transmission was intermittently sticking
in first gear and would not shift through gears. Took vehicle for transmission special service for
R wave plate. Driver side front CV Joint started making mechanical clicking noises while
turning. Failure to shift from 3rd to 4th, check engine light. Rebuilt transmission due to some
kind of pressure disk failure known for these transmissions. Technical Service Bulletin had
been issued for a transmission recalibration. The car broke down on way to dealer due to
problems with it shifting between gears. Same shifting lag problem. When travelling at any
speed any quick lift off the pedal followed by a quick depression of the accelerator causes a
substantial lag period before acceleration happens. Intermittently will not shift into park
correctly, car rolls away when exiting the vehicle when this happens. Transmission imploded.
Replaced both front half-axles. Replaced with rebuilt transmission. Transmission went out in
while driving down road, transmission was rebuilt under warranty. Axel leaking so caused
issues with transmission shifting irregular. We offer an industry leading 1-year warranty on
every part type we sell. All of our engines and transmissions carry a 1-year warranty with
optional extensions up to 2 additional years. Claims on engine warranties are limited to
manufacturer defects in the pistons, heads, block, crankshafts, rockers, and oil pumps. Though
additional parts and accessories may be attached upon purchase, coverage does not extend to
sensors, switches, cables, electronics, belts, hoses, water pumps, or manifolds, nor damage
caused through overheating or improper lubrication. All warranties are null and void if:.
Nationwide Shipping: We can ship anywhere in the 48 contiguous U. We do not require a core
charge or a return of the old part or engine. The more local you shop, the more you save off the
shipping cost. It typically takes us approximately business days to process a credit back to
your account and business days for the credit to appear on your account. Note all returns and
cancellations require a prior authorization. Terms : All returns and cancellations may be subject
to shipping charges, unless caused by our error or cancelled by the customer prior to shipping.
No returns without prior authorization from the Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It
is company policy that we receive the original auto part back before sending you a replacement
auto part. The original auto part must be returned using the provided shipping label. The
shipping cost for both the original and the replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the
shipper at hand. Note, if these auto parts are not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of
the delivery date of the replacement part, the buyers credit card is subject to a recharge for the
initial cost of the original auto part minus the initial shipping cost If you have any questions
about the shipping back of the original part, please contact customer service team at Press 2 for
Returns open Monday-Friday pm EST Or email cs BuyUsedEngine. Disclaimer : -Some of our
units used engine, transmission, axle, etc. They will need to be replaced before installation.
Common items that are not guaranteed include but not limited too nuts, bolts, links, seals,
bushings, ball joints, brackets, bezels, wiring, cables, sensors and other applicable items
depending on the part. If they are not serviceable, such as a pressed-in ball joint, they will be
guaranteed. The purchased item may need to be repainted, refinished, or reupholstered for
proper color match. Purchase from us and get an industry leading warranty on used engines
and transmissions. Our used engines, transmissions, Rear Axle, Transfer Case Assembly, and

Suspension Cross Member K Frame are covered under a 1-year warranty from the date of
purchase, included for free! Search your perfect used engine and used transmission on our
website or in the catalog and if you can't find it then give us a call and we will find perfect used
engine and used transmission for you. You will be surprised at the prices we quote, as we have
a very large network of salvage yards in US. You will be surprised at the prices we quote, as we
have a very large network of salvage yards in US To find the best quality used engines and used
transmission or submit inquiry from. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved,
click one of these buttons! We loved it until recently. About 8 months ago, I was at a red light
and when it turned green, the car wouldn't move but the rpm's revved up high. I finally got it to
go, but was terrified that it was going to stop all of a sudden since it wouldn't go past 10 mph on
a major hwy during rush hour with my 3 kids in the car. It hasn't been the same since. The
transmission seems to go on and off while driving. Then about 4 months ago, the power
steering went. I received a letter from Saturn stating there was a problem with the power
steering in some vehicles and if we had a problem with ours to bring it in to our GM dealer to
have it fixed. Of course, our dealer told us it was not the same problem as what the letter stated
so it would be out of pocket to us. Also, that our transmission and wave plates need to be
flushed and replaced, along with new head gaskets and a long list of other things that need to
be fixed. I can't believe there has not been a recall on the transmission yet. Is GM really waiting
for someone to die in an accident to realize this is a problem?? All they have to do is read this
forum to realize it's not just a few cars that have this issue! We are now looking for a new car
since it will cost us way too much to have our Saturn fixed and we are on a very tight budget,
but I can say this-we will NOT be buying another GM or American made car that's for sure!
Transmission just went out on our Saturn Outlook XR for the third time Asked to have the
tranny actually replaced the first time Isn't it sad that I cannot remember all the things that have
been faulty on this vehicle. I just got a letter from Saturn. Due to problems, they are now
covering the transmission for 10 years , miles. They mentioned the wave plate. There was a
form for reimbursement if you have had the problem and paid out of pocket for repairs. I have a
Outlook XR. Not sure what years are covered but I would guess Acadia, Traverse and Enclave
would be covered as well. Took long enough for those of you who had this problem and go no
help at the time. Our transmission seems to usually lug around to RPMs. Very annoying.
Sometimes I put it in low gear to get to a higher RPM which seems to mitigate the lugging.
Symptoms seem similar to what some are describing on this thread. We were quoted to to
repair the transmission. So what is the final verdict, is this a recall item? Howdy, Stranger! Sign
in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums
by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. September I have a Saturn Outlook XR. It's once again at the
dealership for a transmission issue. I'm beyond frustrated! In the past two years, my wave plate
has broken and been fixed, my power steering column and my water pump. I am at , miles on
my truck now. Just 2, miles out of warranty! I contacted GM Customer Service once the
dealership let me know last week. I opened a case with them. I explained to her that it's a known
problem and is all over the discussion boards, so it's ridiculous that they don't take care of the
repair. My dealer gave me a loaner car through Enterprise when I dropped the car off. When I
called them to let them know what GM said about not covering anything, they informed me that
they would only be paying for 1 day of the rental and that I now have to pay for the remaining 11
days I've had it waiting on a reply from GM. So at this point, the truck isn't fixed, I have a
ridiculous rental car bill to pay and GM nor the dealership have any solution that doesn't cost a
fortune. I'm making sure to tell everyone that I know in person and via social media so
hopefully, no one else will have to deal with this nightmare!!! October Im in the same boat!!
They fixed it, after I cited the recall, and threatened to go to Fox 5, under the warranty Well
surprise!! So we bought the Outlook with 30k on the odometer, and so far we've had nothing but
issues the whole way, all of my instincts and gut feelings said never buy an American car,
though my wife really wanted it In my opinion, GM makes the most horrific vehicles, and
furthermore does not stand behind their product. I've owned many Hondas, and never had a
tranny issue, my Honda that did have an issue was fixed without hassle or push back from the
dealer Bill Page Honda , 30k outside of the warranty. Unfortunately, with GM I've had it My
biggest gripe with my local GM dealer is that they dont care about their customers The way they
do business sucks, and over-all support is just absent. Though the deteriorating wave plate
would have in fact damaged possibly all or one of the many other parts of the transmission, we
at GM, cannot be held liable for the replacement of any parts unrelated to the particular part that
failed. Does that not sound like a setup for failure?? So you mean to tell me, you know that
when a part in the transmission breaks, sending metal shavings and other debris through the
transmission which may or will definitely damage the other parts such as solenoids, TCM.. I
haven't been in this forum for awhile. I too had the dreaded R or R35 wave plate issue.

Transmission replaced at 38K. I've had pretty good luck since. There's a loose connection on
one of the headlights. The steering column makes a funny noise. Otherwise not too bad. BUT today the check engine light came on. I will take it to Autozone tomorrow and get the code. Wish
me luck. November I am new to this forum, but wish I had found it long ago. I have a Outlook
with 85, miles on it. I have been reading the numerous posts about the well known wave plate
defect that plagues vehicles with the 6T70 - 6T75, 6 speed transmissions. My understanding is
that the R wave plate fails and damages other components in the transmission. Fortunately I
have not experienced the same problems as the many posters, but it appears that this problem
is not a matter of "if" the part will fail but "when" it will fail. So, I am hoping that someone has
had an experience where they took preventative action and was able to have the R wave plate
replaced before it failed. I would be interested in hearing from anyone that was able to to have a
dealer replace the wave plate and at what cost. I can't say that my experience with my outlook
has been free from problems, I have experienced problems with gauges becoming inoperative
while driving twice , worn loose stabilizer bar links, replaced struts, and repaired a broken leaf
spring in addition to recalls and water pump problem that GM would not stand behind because
the replacement was not completed by a dealer. The water pump failed when I took it in for
maintenance to flush the cooling system. The "Letter" regarding extended warranty for a know
problems didn't cover it. I like my Saturn but rate it as below average in reliability. I agree that
GM should stand behind this transmission problem since it is clearly a manufacturing defect. Hi
jac We understand your frustration and offer our sincerest apologies for the issues you've
experienced with your Outlook. We recognize vehicle repairs can be costly and understand why
you're upset. Please let us know if we can contact your dealership to explore additional options
on your behalf. We're available via private message if interested. Please be sure to include VIN,
full contact information and dealership name. Amber N. GM Customer Care. December Not to
make this a pity party but I am running into the dreaded GM curse. Water pump at 50k. Now with
k the tranny is throwing codes and slipping. Based on the predictability of previous comments
they are going to probably tell me the TCM is out and that is not considered a part of the the
original problem. Costing me who knows how many thousands. So that leads me to two
possible issues - 1. The Wave Plate was the only defect and the other transmission problems
are left over from metal passing around the transmission doing the damage. Has GM ever
commented on recommended repairs for the 35r wave plate? Is the rebuild really reliable since
the TCM modules are failing at equally predicable rate as the wave plates? I haven't know one
owner of this vehicle that has not had the failure. God forbid they k on the car. I will keep you all
posted on my experience with the dealer and GM. The more I think about this transmission
problem the more upset I get. How is it that GM can have some ignition problems with keys and
get national attention. And they are adamant that the TCM issue is not related to prior issues of
the wave plate breaking. I am not convinced but who am I? And mechanic says those are also
very common problems for this vehicle. Transmission is complete garbage on this car. We
recognize you're upset, popegtp, and we certainly understand why you feel this way. It's
important to have a reliable vehicle and we're sorry to learn you've encountered issues with
your Saturn Outlook. If there is anything we can do to assist please do not hesitate to send us a
private message. Thank you Amber N. February HI everyone, new to this blog. I bought a
Outlook new from dealer. In , our issues began. Brought it to dealer and they replaced the power
steering pump and gear box recall on pump. Updated transmission. I have fought with the
dealership I have called GM customer service. I'm ready to help with a class action suit. I really
like the look and all of the capabilities of the Outlook. Everything was going find and then I
needed to get the wiper motor fixed almost a month after getting the truck. I've had minor wear
and tear work done. Last year in May I was having minor transmission issues so I thought
However to my surprise nothing was coming up. I moved to Southwestern Ohio From MI now I
have codes coming up for the transmission that are exactly what others are referring to in this
forum. Granted I do have a lot of highway miles on the truck, but now it seems since traveling
up and down many hills that are in the Southwestern area of Ohio has triggered a much bigger
problem. I had to pull over and turn the truck off to let it sit. After which the engine light was still
on but the truck took off as usual. I keep having this same problem. After I have depleted all of
my funds to relocate for better employment options after being laid off and to remain a float
until I find employment. Now I can not go for employment because I have no other means of
transportation. I have no means to afford to pay for such overly expensive costs for a
transmission that seem to be faulty. I've tried contacting GM and I am getting no luck. I brought
the outlook in an attempt to do my part and support what was in turmoil in my home state. I am
very disappointed that after having someone monitor this site to gather information I just do not
know what to do? Any advice? Thanks in advance. March Well add my Saturn Outlook XR to the
list of less than dependable vehicles. Bought it from a dealer as a trade in on an new Enclave 6

months ago. Fought with the dealership to get them to perform the air bag recall which they
finally did. Then had a popping in the steering wheel which took 2 more trips to get repaired
along with being cussed by the owner of the dealership. Have just over 80k miles now and have
2 more issues. I have the sunroof leaks like everyone of these apparently and just yesterday my
wife had the transmission start making a funny noise. We took it to our mechanic and he says
it's the transmission Let me see This dealership didn't not address any of the TSBs that were
out on this vehicle before they put it on the lot for sale. I had to give them the TSB info so they
could see what the issues were. Pretty competent service department when the customer has to
supply the info to try and get their own problems solved. We, like many others on this site, are a
1 vehicle family. We have 3 children under 7 years old and the vehicle is our only form of family
transportation. I traded a Toyota Sienna with k miles in on this GM vehicle and the Toyota was
more dependable on it's worst day than the GM vehicle has ever been. Couple that with the fact
that the owner of the dealership was a complete jerk and my frustration can be easily
understood. After pitching a big time fit I finally got them to repair the steering wheel issue also
after filing a complaint with the BBB Now get this, instead of letting the GM service department
repair it they sent it to a sister dealership that sells Hyundai!!! He was a fantastic guy and tried
hard to help but regardless of what he could do the fact remaines the vehicle was poorly
constructed from day 1 with many reliability problems. Patsy, if you are out there monitoring
this board like I have seen you do can you please give me some help??? I'm new to this site and
i'm sort of glad to see i'm not alone with these problems. I have a Outlook XR that I bought in
with 90k but now with km on it so I can tell you I have had repaired almost every part but
nothing wrong with the electrical. I love the truck, it's comfortable, quite, very roomy and fun to
drive in a big boat kind of way. I keep putting money into it because i like it so much but at least
now I know what's causing some of our problems or when they're going to break. I have had
every chuck, brake, spring, bearing, rod, suspenssion [non-permissible content removed].
Which means that it detects a problem and before the engine goes boom or so it thinks it goes
safety mode. The check engine will stay on but at least you can roll. But the probleme is that
there's too much humidity in the motor and it comes out in the air intake witch forms ice. After a
while the ice cause's obstruction and the car shuts down. It really sucks that they don't seem to
care about their transmission situation at GM beacause its the same part with the Acadia,
Enclave and Traverse and you can imagine how much i'm pushing people to buy these cars if
i'm having problem's with mine Anyway, I hope they are looking for a fix, and if you have
questions for anything else I've probably seen it. April Of course, the Special Coverage that has
been recently issued doesn't apply to the repair that I need. Did I really expect any different?
This time, I was told that the solenoid needed to be replaced. Every bit of research that I have
come across, tells me that this issue is most likely because of the debris from failing wave
plate. I called the dealership to tell them that I have come across a Service Bulletin about the
wave plate issue, and it clearly states that when the transmission is dismantled for ANY reason,
the 35R wave plate should be replaced. Now, it would stand to reason that since GM obviously
knows about the 35R wave plate problems, which is exactly why they have issued the Special
Coverage, then they should replace the wave plate while I am footing the bill for the current
transmission problem, right? They want to wait for the part to break and destroy the
transmission before they fix it. And, to add to the great customer service that I have received so
far, the representative that I was talking to hung up the phone while I was talking. His strategy
was to talk over me and interrupt everything I was saying. He also stated that the Service
Bulletin that I was referring to was "not for customer's eye" and he refused to comment on its
contents. Any one of the following codes may set independent of each other as a result of this
wave plate breaking: P, P, P, P, P, P Cause This condition may be caused by a broken 35R
clutch wave plate allowing the apply piston to over-stroke, causing the piston to leak and
causing loss of apply. This normally will not occur before approximately 32, km 20, mi. Debris
generated by the condition can affect the operation of the speed sensors and other clutches.
Correction Important It is recommended that a new plate be installed any time the transmission
is disassembled for any reason. I have 2 more years or 50, miles to go on this Special Coverage
and you can bet my [non-permissible content removed] that I am going to drive this car hard.
GM will end of paying for this transmission. I guarantee it! I just hope that no one gets hurt
when the wave plate finally decides to break, as it isn't a matter of IF, it's WHEN? August I own a
saturn outlook xr with 85, miles on it. Typically I don't buy extended warranties. The dealer
talked me into it and I'm fortunate they did. Last but not least, at 85k miles and with oil changes
done on a regular basis, the engine seized. I've always purchased GM vehicles. Never again.
Stay away from this car. It is a money pit. Every GM and Chevy I have owned were and are junk!
I tell everyone I know not to buy them. They should NOT have been given bail out money in If
this is still being monitored by a GM representative, I would appreciate some help here.

December edited December We bought our Saturn Outlook. And AC stopped working! We've
already replaced the gear shift and now the freaking transmission is locked up. Again, wth!?
Beautiful car, but it's a mechanical and electrical piece of crap! Any advise? We can't afford
this! January February edited February So you see a lot of these failures? What's your
assessment of why this happens? This wave plate the R just decides to shatter into fragments?
Does the snap ring pop out of the drum? What are the symptoms exactly? I heard high rpm
shifting was one of them. I have a Saturn Outlook XE with only 36, miles on it. It is the first
brand new car that my wife and I ever bought. My wife was driving it last Friday and the car died.
I had the car towed to my mechanics' garage who I have used for years. He has been in
business for almost 50 years. I did not recall the bulletin from GM at the time and told my
mechanic to fix my car because it was a giant paper weight and useless without being fixed. He
totally rebuilt the transmission and fixed everything and got it up and running in a couple of
days. I found the bulletin regarding the wave plate issue and took it to my mechanic who
confirmed that's what was wrong. They are supposed to cut you a check to cover your costs so
you are not out any money for their problem. They refused to cut me a check because they got
burned previously when they paid a customer and did not get reimbursed from GM because
now they are getting picky and not paying claims if you did not use GM parts to fix their
problem. The Dealer said he would go to bat for me and submit my claim. He submitted it and in
less than an hour it was denied by GM. Now, I am told there is nothing they can do for me. I am
going to pick up my original documents from them in the morning. I called GM and discussed
the problem with them. They said I can re-submit my paperwork to them and they will
re-consider the claim and it will take about four weeks to get back to me. I asked the rep if it is
the same paperwork that was submitted by the Dealer that was rejected in an hour, why will it
take four weeks to get back to me? And, it will probably be denied again anyways. She could
not answer the question for me. My father worked for GM for 30 years in Tool and Die and
worked his tail off to provide a good life for our family. They had no problem taking my money
to buy the car but do not want to stand by their work because GM parts were not used to fix it.
Funny thing is, my wife and I just bought another brand new car from this same Dealer four
months ago after selling our other GM car to help pay for this new car. I will never buy another
car from this Dealer again after the non-support that I received from them. And, I am not going
away and eating the cost of this repair. My transmission is driving me crazy!! I have a Saturn
Outlook XR, my transmission started getting a shutter around 35mph last April now it's doing it
on the highway no matter what speed. It feels like it's stuck. I love my outlook and don't want to
get another vehicle. I would fix it in a heartbeat if someone knew how to fix it. I've also heard a
download. Did anyone find out what the problem is? You might want to have someone pull
codes from the TCM and this might give a clue. Common problems with this model include
transmission "wave plate" failure although your symptoms don't seem to match up. I think there
was even an extended warranty for these transmissions so you might check with GM on that.
Sign In or Register to comment. Skip to main content of results for " Saturn Outlook
Transmission". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review.
Packaging Option. International Shipping. More vehicle information needed We need more
information for your Saturn Outlook to verify products fit. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb Lowest
price in 30 days. FREE Shipping. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Lubegard Automatic
Transmission Fluid Protectant, 10 oz. Dorman Transmission Line Connector. Get it as soon as
Sat, Feb Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 10 left in stock more on the way. Get it as soon as Tue,
Mar 2. Only 7 left in stock - order soon. Only 13 left in stock more on the way. Only 17 left in
stock more on the way. Hayden Automotive Transmission Oil Cooler. Only 16 left in stock order soon. Only 4 left in stock more on the way. Four Seasons Transmission Oil Cooler. N
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